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The Chair’s Corner
by Joseph C. Basta

I am halfway in my stewardship of the ADR Section, and it’s time 
for a mid-term report. Here are just some of the current activities 

of our Action Teams and Task Forces. 

    We currently have 816 members. Our Membership and 
Recruiting Action Team, headed by Erin Hopper, is actively seeking 
new members, particularly those who only recently have joined 

SBM. Increasing the Section’s presence on social media is an important part of this initiative, and 
we are working with SBM to assemble a Facebook page to better communicate with Millennials 
and enlist them in ADR. We are also increasing our use of SBM Connect as the primary 
communications medium for Section activities. We continue to encourage those of you who 
blog to post regularly and to initiate or join online discussions about current events in ADR. And 
do solicit your younger colleagues to join the section. Skilled use of ADR is essential to effective 
navigation of litigation and conflict resolution today.

 Our Skills Action Team (SAT) is the backbone of our educational efforts. Shel Stark is the 
Chair. The two anchor programs for ADR education are the Spring Summit and our fall Annual 
Meeting and Conference. The Summit this year featured nationally recognized Nina Meierding 
who once again drew a great crowd and rave reviews. Our fall meeting and conference, this year 
in Grand Rapids on September 24 and 25, will once again feature “local talent,” highly-skilled 
ADR practitioners from western Michigan and elsewhere in the state, speaking on current topics. 
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Mediator Standards of Conduct and the 
Importance of Screening

By Rebecca E. Shiemke

Mediation has become an increasingly common method to resolve domestic relations disputes. A central 
principle of mediation is that the parties must have the ability to make free and informed choices to 

arrive at a voluntary, un-coerced outcome. This principle is probably applicable in most cases referred to 
mediation. However, in cases where domestic abuse is present, deciding whether – and how – to mediate 
can be challenging. Violence, coercion and intimidation create profound power imbalances and impact the 

outcome of any mediation. Thus, it is necessary at the outset of any mediation process to screen for the presence of domestic abuse or 
other impediments to a party’s ability to freely negotiate. It is also important to use qualified and trained mediators. 

To insure the quality and safety of mediation, the domestic relations mediation court rule1 requires that mediators must complete a 
training program approved by the State Court Administrative Office (SCAO), which includes 40-hour basic mediation training and an 
additional eight-hour domestic violence component. Additionally, the SCAO has adopted Mediator Standards of Conduct as well as a 
domestic violence screening protocol. 2

 In order to understand the role of the mediator, the Mediator Standards of Conduct ought to be reviewed by mediators as well as 
attorneys representing parties referred to mediation. The document outlines ten standards, three of which are particularly applicable in 
cases where domestic abuse is or may be present: mediator competence, confidentiality, and safety. 

Continued from Page 1
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 Interspersed among the anchor programs are quarterly “Lunch n’ Learn” telephone seminars held over the noon hour. The next 
seminar is May 5, and will be devoted to mediating employment cases. SAT is also working with Peter Kupelian’s Section-to-Section 
Action Team to assemble a mediation demonstration for the Young Lawyer’s Section. Finally, SAT is periodically sponsoring regional 
mediator roundtables throughout the state at popular eateries, affording local mediators a chance to eat, meet, and talk ADR. We just 
held one in Lansing and plan the next for May in Ann Arbor. All SAT activities are posted on the Section web site and are regularly 
advertised on SBM Connect. We urge you to participate. There is something for everyone, all at modest cost, and likely right in your 
own back yard.

 The Section’s Effective Practices and Procedures Action Team (EPP), headed by Marc Stanley and Phil Schaedler, is home to our 
legislative and court rule oversight and initiatives. EPP has formed a Task Force, chaired by former Council member Bill Weber, to 
study and recommend legislation to implement automatic mediation and other ADR mechanisms as an integral part of the litigation 
process. It’s no secret that case evaluation has fallen into disfavor while mediation grows in popularity and client satisfaction. The Task 
Force expects to work with other SBM sections like Family Law, Probate, Business, and Litigation in this effort to streamline the court 
process and make it more satisfactory for all participants.
  
 Closely related to EPP’s work is that of the Judicial Action Team (JAT), chaired by former circuit judge Bill Caprathe. Bill, assisted 
by our other “judge” Council members Milton Mack, Paula Manderfield, and John Hohman, has undertaken a survey of the probate 
bench to determine how mediation may be more widely and effectively used in probate, guardianship, and estate distribution matters. 
JAT has also begun a project to study and implement a statewide roster of mediators that would eliminate need for mediators to send 
duplicative credentials to every Circuit in which they hope to practice.

 Our other Action Teams are equally busy. Lee Hornberger’s Publications Team produces our The ADR Quarterly newsletter, 
coordinates utilization of the Section’s ListServ and SBM Connect activities, and solicited and selected articles for the ADR theme 
issue of the Michigan Bar Journal. Bern Dempsey’s Governmental Task Force strives to make inroads for ADR among state and local 
governing bodies. And Earlene Baggett-Hayes shepherds our mediator mentoring program for the Diversity Task Force.

 The Executive Committee and Council of the ADR Section actively court section members to join our action teams and task 
forces. We need new members to provide fresh ideas and to meet our commitment to diversity. And we welcome new suggestions for 
programs and projects that our members believe will meaningfully advance ADR in Michigan. With all that is going on, I look forward 
to an exciting and productive six months. 
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Safety of Mediation
This standard requires that “reasonable efforts shall be made throughout the mediation process to screen for the presence of an 

impediment that would make mediation physically or emotionally unsafe for any participant, or that would impede the achievement 
of a voluntary and safe resolution of issues.” One such impediment is domestic abuse. Under this standard, “ ‘reasonable efforts’ should 
include meeting separately with the parties prior to a joint session and administering the ‘Mediator Screening Protocol’ for domestic 
violence, published by the [SCAO].” If screening identifies domestic abuse or another impediment to safety, accommodations should be 
considered, or mediation should end unless the party at risk consents to continuing, the mediator is trained to address domestic abuse, 
the mediator has suggested the presence of an attorney, advocate or other support person and the mediator has assessed that the party 
can safely convey and advocate for his or her needs without putting the party at risk. 

Mediator Competence
This standard requires that “a mediator should be qualified by training, education, or experience to undertake a mediation… If 

a mediator cannot conduct the mediation competently, the mediator shall advise the parties … and take appropriate steps…” Also, 
“a mediator should attend educational and training programs, and engage in self-assessment and peer consultation to maintain 
and enhance the mediator’s knowledge and skills related to mediation.” To meet this standard then, all mediators – including those 
practicing outside of the court rule – should complete the SCAO mediation training, especially the additional domestic violence 
component. The training will equip mediators with the skills to screen all cases for the presence of abuse, violence or controlling 
behavior and to differentiate between those cases that may mediate with protective measures in place from those that are inappropriate 
for mediation. 

Confidentiality
Mediators must comply with MCR 2.412 and “maintain the confidentiality of information acquired by the mediator in the 

mediation process.” Mediators should inform the parties of the mediator’s obligation regarding confidentiality early on in the mediation 
process. Where domestic abuse is present, the abused party must understand the limits of confidentiality before deciding whether to 
disclose sensitive information or details about the abuse that may put that party at risk. 

Encouraging Application of the Standards
The mediator standards of conduct rely on mediators to voluntarily adhere to the principles outlined. The only consequence of 

failure to comply with the obligations imposed by a standard is removal of a mediator from a court roster under MCL 3.216. Yet, the 
standards advance the quality of the process and the outcome of all mediations. Mediators who adhere to the standards insure a process 
that promotes safety, procedural fairness and mutual respect among all participants; a process more likely to lead to a voluntary and un-
coerced agreement. 

To assist mediators in identifying those cases where safety concerns may impact a party’s ability to participate freely in the process, 
the SCAO has developed the domestic violence screening protocol, which includes a series of questions designed to identify domestic 
abuse, violence or other coercive controlling dynamics. However, use of the protocol extends the time required to mediate a case and is 
frequently overlooked by some mediators. As a result, the Family Law Section’s Alternative Dispute Resolution Committee is currently 
looking at the practice of mediation in cases where domestic abuse is present, and, specifically, why the screening protocol is not widely 
used by mediators. To that end, the committee is organizing listening sessions with small groups of mediators to explore the advantages, 
disadvantages and barriers to using the domestic violence screening protocol. The committee had sessions at the Annual Meeting of the 
State Bar ADR Section in October 2015 and at the Family Law Institute in November 2015. I invite anyone with thoughts about the 
screening tool to contact me. I assure you we are interested in ideas to improve and support the process.  

1. See MCR 3.216(G).
2. The Standards are at: http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/Resources/Documents/standards/odr/Mediator%20

Standards%20of%20Conduct%202.1.13.pdf
The Protocol is at: http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/Resources/Documents/standards/odr/Domestic%20Violence%20

Screening%20Protocol.pdf
This article was previously published in the Family Law Journal.
About the Author
Rebecca Shiemke is the family law attorney at the Michigan Poverty Law Program, which provides consultation and training to legal services 

attorneys and poverty law advocates. She is also the managing attorney of the Family Law Project, a program of Legal Services of South Central 
Michigan that provides legal assistance to low income persons in family law matters involving domestic violence. She is the past chair of the SBM 
Family Law Section and current member of the SBM Domestic Violence Committee.
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Business Courts, Arbitration, and 
Pre-Suit Mediation: A Modest 

Proposal for the Strategic Resolution 
of Business Disputes

By Hon. John C. Foster, Richard L. Hurford & Douglas L. Toering

Introduction

Binding arbitration holds a well-deserved and respected position in the dispute resolution tradition of the United States. No less 
a  historical  figure  than  George  Washington embraced the wisdom of arbitration to resolve disputes involving the interpretation 

of his will. He directed that “all disputes (if unhappily any should arise) shall be decided by three impartial and intelligent men, known 
for their probity and good understanding....” Those three, “unfettered by Law, or legal constructions,” would declare “their sense of the 
Testators intention,” and their decision would be binding.1

 Our first president has not been alone in embracing the many benefits of arbitration. Indeed, arbitration has often been the default 
dispute resolution provision in many commercial contracts, especially buy-sell (shareholder) agreements. For a number of reasons, 
however, the perceived advantages of arbitration—cost savings, efficiency, and fairness—have lost some of their luster over the past 20 
years.2

 For example, the latest edition of the American Institute of Architects (AIA) construction forms, the nation’s most widely-used 
template for building contracts, has eliminated a binding arbitration provision from its standard contract form; arbitration is now solely 
an option the parties must consciously select.3

 Indeed, the concerns about the cost and delay of arbitration in business disputes have been the subject of numerous articles and 
studies.4  This perception led in significant part to the recent passage of the Delaware Rapid Arbitration Act (DRAA).5 

 Under the DRAA, the dispute must be resolved within 120 days of the arbitrator’s acceptance of the appointment;6 all issues of 
substantive and procedural arbitrability are reserved to the arbitrator; the arbitrator has broad authority in granting interim and final 
relief, whether legal or equitable; and, any challenge to the arbitrator’s decision must be filed within 15 days. To avail themselves of the 
DRAA, one of the parties to the agreement must be a Delaware-based business or have Delaware as its place of incorporation.7

 Regardless of any perceived deficiencies, arbitration will (and should) remain in every lawyer’s dispute resolution toolbox. None-
theless, given the track record of Michigan’s business courts in efficiently resolving business litigation, arbitration should no longer be 
the default. Rather, the choice of forum is a strategic decision requiring consideration in each commercial contract. When that  
occurs, the business courts will often emerge as a strong option in those Michigan counties with business courts. 

 In any event, drafters of business contracts should seriously consider a progressive dispute resolution process. This requires, among 
other steps, mediation before a party sues or demands arbitration.8  A combination of pre-suit mediation and, failing that, litigating 
in the business courts may prove an attractive option. But if the parties prefer arbitration, mediation followed by arbitration is another 
option. 

 This article will briefly review the business court statute, the rationale for the business courts, and whether the data demonstrate the 
objectives of the business courts are being achieved; compare how arbitration and business courts resolve business disputes; encourage 
pre-suit mediation when appropriate; and offer a protocol for pre-litigation mediation. 
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The Objectives of the Business Court Legislation

 The purpose of the business courts is to resolve business and commercial disputes efficiently  and  to  “enhance  the  accuracy, 
consistency, and predictability” of decisions in business disputes.9 Generally, every “business or commercial dispute” (as broadly defined) 
is assigned to a specialized docket.10  To implement this statutory mandate, the business courts are encouraged to adopt “evidence-based 
practices”11 that reduce litigation waste and inefficiencies. Those practices can also serve as a model to all trial courts.12

Practice, Procedure, and Expertise in the Business Courts

 Under Administrative Order 2013-6, those circuits with business courts “shall establish specific case management practices for busi-
ness court matters. These practices should reflect the specialized pretrial requirements for business court cases, and they will typically 
include provisions relating to scheduling conferences, alternative dispute resolution (with an emphasis on mediation scheduled early in 

the proceeding), discovery cutoff dates, case evaluation, and final settlement conferences.”13

 Also, since January 2014, opinions from the business court judges have been available to the public on an 
indexed website.14 Those online opinions (albeit non-binding on anyone but the litigants) will help foster 
consistency among the business court judges. Likewise, if a particular judge has addressed a similar issue in the 
past, this will provide guidance to counsel and the parties in their particular case. 

 Attorneys  filing  a  business  court  case must verify on the face of the complaint that the case “meets the 
statutory requirements to be assigned to the business court.”15 Also, all business cases must bear a “CB” case 
code.16

 The Michigan Judicial Institute has provided comprehensive training opportunities for business court 
judges. On October 22-25, 2013, the National Judicial College and the Michigan Judicial Institute held 
a conference for business court judges.17  Attended by 31 judges from five Midwestern states, the seminar 
addressed both procedural and substantive matters including case management techniques, early use of 

various alternative dispute resolution processes, interpretation of financial statements, and numerous substantive law issues. The last 
emphasized bankruptcy, dissolution, and receivership; commercial loans; shareholder and operating agreements; and shareholder 
disputes. The Michigan State Court Administrative Office (“SCAO”) has also been instrumental in exploring evidence-based practices 
to assist the business courts. For example, in September 2013, SCAO convened an early ADR summit attended by experienced 
business litigators, ADR experts, and business court judges. The summit recommended, among other things, that the following become 
standard operating procedures in the business courts:

1.   Early Scheduling Conferences. 
Judges should personally meet lawyers, clients, and pro se litigants in an early scheduling conference. Early judicial involvement 
helps identify issues.

2.   Scheduling Orders and Differentiated Case Management. 
This recognizes a “number of tracks for various kinds of cases....”

3.  ADR. 
   Judges, lawyers, and parties should consider using a broader array of ADR procedures, not just the more familiar “standby” 
options such as case evaluation and mediation.18

4.  Discovery. 
  Judges should be more actively involved in determining the scope and amount of discovery. This can include staged or 
proportional discovery.

5.   Case Evaluation. 
If case evaluation is ordered at all, it should take place after mediation. In fact, in many business courts, case evaluation is the 
exception rather than the rule.19

__________
Binding 

arbitration 
holds a 

well-deserved 
and respected

position in 
the dispute 
resolution 

tradition of the 
UnitedStates.__________
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6.   Early Neutral Involvement. 
Parties should engage a “knowledgeable neutral third-party” early in the case to help resolve contested issues throughout the 
litigation.20

 In fact, much of this is already occurring as reflected by the recently implemented Case Management Protocol in the Oakland 
County Business Court 21 and the requirements contained in the Notice and Order to Appear issued in all Macomb County Business 
Court cases. Virtually every evidence-based  practice  identified  during  the  Early ADR Summit is incorporated into the practices of 
the Oakland and Macomb County Business Courts.22 In particular, early and active judicial involvement and early ADR are two of the 
key factors in the expedited case processing times in the business courts. In the authors’ opinion, the majority of business court cases 
can be effectively mediated after 90-120 days of discovery.23

Business Court Processing Times

 Although the business court statute was passed in October 2012, Macomb County and Kent County began their specialized 
business dockets on November 1, 2011 and March 1, 2012, respectively. In June and July 2013, Oakland and Wayne Counties began 
their business courts under the new business court statute. The results for those four courts have been impressive. Through June 
30, 2015, the average time to close a business court case in those counties ranges from about five months (148 days) to seven months 
(210 days).24 Moreover, over two-thirds (68 percent) of the respondents to a Macomb County survey preferred the business court 
process over the ordinary civil case process, and 62 percent reported the process shortened the time to resolution.

To  promote  efficiency,  SCAO  has  suggested that business court judges consider serving as both dispute resolution advisors and, 
of course, as traditional trial court judges. SCAO summarized those two roles:25

Traditional Trial Judge Trial Judge and Dispute Resolution Advisor
Short-term and long-term goals: Focuses the parties on a 
trial date and prepares the parties for a trial (but 98.6% of 
the civil cases do not go to verdict).

Short-term and long-term goals: Assists the parties in 
resolving their dispute, if possible (short-term), and pre-
pares for trial as necessary (long-term).

Typically relies on a computer-generated scheduling order. Conducts an early case conference with counsel to  
establish a differentiated case management plan and  
triages cases for effective ADR strategies.

Presides over discovery disputes and motion practice. Stages proportional discovery and motion practice to  
support the agreed-upon ADR strategies.

Orders case evaluation just prior to the trial date as the first 
ADR activity in the case (with mediation to follow in some 
cases.)

Explores multiple and early ADR strategies throughout the 
life of the case and conducts periodic, moderated settle-
ment conferences to determine the impediments to  
a voluntary resolution. 

Determining legal rights and remedies of the parties is the 
sole focus.

In addition to determining legal rights and remedies, 
judges (and neutrals) explore the parties’ interests and 
needs-based solutions.

Result: The vast majority of cases resolve later in the  
litigation.

Result: The vast majority of cases resolve earlier in the 
litigation.

_________________________
To promote efficiency, SCAO has 
suggested that business court judges 
consider serving as both dispute 
resolution advisors and, of course, as 
traditional trial court judges._________________________
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Business Courts or Arbitration? 
 Below is a comparison of some of the perceived advantages of arbitration versus what can be 
achieved in the business courts.

Arbitration Is 
Traditionally 
Viewed As:

But Business Courts Have Many of the Same Advantages and More 

Quicker  Arbitration has been traditionally viewed as quicker and cheaper than litigation in the courts. In reality, that may not always 
be the case.26 Indeed, the average times to close cases in the business courts in Kent, Macomb, Oakland, and Wayne Counties 
are impressive. Evidence-based practices are a key reason.27 Another advantage of the business courts (and other courts, as 
well) is the “black robe effect:” sometimes parties (or counsel, for that matter) will listen to a judge when they will not listen to 
anyone else. That, in itself, often fosters an earlier resolution. Moreover, a ruling on a threshold issue of law, which arbitrators 
may be reluctant to decide, can help the parties resolve the case quickly.28

Less expensive  The parties must pay the fees of the arbitrator(s). For cases involving an arbitration agency, the fees can also include 
administrative expenses. By contrast, there is no charge for the business courts (except for nominal filing and motion fees). To 
the degree that arbitrators limit discovery, and to the degree that an arbitration hearing can be shorter than a trial, arbitration 
can save legal fees. But the recently adopted pilot project for summary jury trials provides an additional option for a shortened 
trial.29 In addition, the proportionate discovery practices in the business courts can rival the discovery cost savings in 
arbitration. Moreover, some individual business courts are developing their own evidence-based practices.30 After evaluating 
the success of those practices, the Michigan Supreme Court or SCAO can take the very best and commend their use in all the 
business courts. 

More informal  The arbitration hearing is more informal than a trial court proceeding. However, business court judges become personally 
involved in the case, often informally in an early court conference or during telephone conferences. This can help resolve 
discovery problems and other issues far more quickly than traditional motion practice. 

More restricted 
in discovery

 Discovery can be more limited in arbitration. But that can depend on the terms of the arbitration agreement, the practices of 
the individual arbitrator(s), and any third-party administrative protocols incorporated in the arbitration agreement.31 With 
mandatory early disclosures as part of the local administrative orders for some of the business courts, limited discovery may no 
longer be an advantage to arbitration.32 Also, one of the typical agenda items for early court conferences in the business courts 
is tailoring the amount and timing of discovery to the needs of the specific case. That has not generally been a practice of most 
arbitrators, although they possess that power.33

More reliable; 
fairer

 Except for Wayne, Oakland and Macomb Counties (which have more than one business court judge), the parties know who 
the judge will be. Depending on the arbitration agreement, the parties may or may not know the designated arbitrators. The 
indexed decisions of business court judges also provide the parties and counsel with valuable insight into how a particular 
judge might rule on a specific issue.  But what about experience and fairness? Parties in the business courts need not be 
concerned that the judge will be unschooled in, or indifferent to, business issues. Each business judge has received training 
sponsored by the Michigan Judicial Institute. The judges also attend ongoing conferences sponsored by MJI and SCAO.34

Finality  Arbitration is more “final” than the business courts, in that it is difficult to vacate or modify an arbitration award.35 That is 
an advantage if you win, of course, but not if you lose. So should the parties limit their appeal rights in advance by selecting 
arbitration? Maybe yes, maybe no; it depends on the circumstances. Indeed, many parties see the limited review of arbitration 
awards as a significant disadvantage. Thus, some parties have (with mixed results) attempted by agreement to expand the 
bases for the review of arbitration awards.36 Also, if the parties agree and for an additional fee, certain arbitration providers 
offer supplemental appellate procedure options.37

More efficient, 
in that it allows 
the arbitration 
hearing on a 
date certain

Business courts may or may not be able to set a date certain for trial, although it is the practice of most business court judges 
to set a date certain once it appears the case will proceed to a trial. That said, very few business cases (or other civil cases, for 
that matter) actually go to verdict.38
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More flexible, 
in that the 
parties may 
craft their own 
arbitration 
agreement

This is an advantage to arbitration. For example, the parties may decide to submit only certain disputes to arbitration. The 
parties can also choose whether to apply the Federal Arbitration Act or the state arbitration procedure.39 Still, arbitrators 
might not always explore “off ramps” from the arbitration process through the staged use of ADR. By contrast, a business 
court judge, when acting in the role of a dispute resolution advisor, can help the parties explore meaningful opportunities for 
resolution (traditional financial settlement, business solution, ADR) throughout the litigation.  

Confidentiality One major plus of arbitration is confidentiality. This may be an advantage for family-owned business, high-tech companies, 
or businesses that may lose customers or suppliers simply because their competitors or suppliers become aware of the lawsuit. 
If a party has to file suit to confirm an arbitration award, then the dispute can become public knowledge anyway 
(if that has not already happened during the arbitration process). 

Pre-Litigation Mediation 
Businesses Are Embracing Pre-Litigation ADR
Businesses are increasingly using an array of ADR techniques. A study by Thomas Stipanowich summarized this clear trend by Fortune 
1000 companies.40

__________ 
If business 

clients have 
already 

decided to 
use various 

forms of ADR, 
their lawyers 

would be well 
advised to 

adapt.
__________ 

 When one compares the ADR practices of companies between 1997 and 2011 in resolving disputes, it is clear that sophisticated 
businesses are increasingly using a wide variety of ADR processes. Why? Primarily, to save time and money.41 If business clients 
have already decided to use various forms of ADR, their lawyers would be well advised to adapt. Indeed, counsel can recommend 
whatever ADR strategies are appropriate, including pre-litigation mediation.

Pre-Litigation Mediation: An Option with Either Business Courts or Arbitration

Mediation Generally
Mediation offers many advantages:
1.  Mediation is informal, confidential, creative, and non-binding. 
2.   As the dispute lingers, the parties become entrenched in “positions.” Thus, fewer and less creative business solutions (along with less 

money) may be available to resolve the dispute. Money is fungible, and whatever money the parties spend in litigation is unavailable 
to settle the case.

3.    Mediation is well-suited to address underlying personal or family dynamics that are sometimes at the core of disputes involving small     
 businesses. If the problem is money (e.g., issues involving owner compensation, perks, debt, and the like), the mediator can 
recommend an outside expert or use competing expert witness vetting techniques to help the parties agree on how to manage their 
financial affairs. 

4.   The parties choose the mediator and the process; the process can be designed to meet the needs of the parties in their particular 
dispute. 

5.   Mediation (as well as court or arbitration) gives the parties the opportunity “to be heard.” 
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6.   Mediation allows a party to acknowledge regret without fear it will be admitted as evidence. How 
often does a sincere statement of regret—“I’m sorry; I didn’t mean to hurt you”—help settle a 
case in mediation?

7.   If the case is filed in the business court, it will eventually go to mediation anyway (probably 
sooner rather than later).

8.   Even if the mediation does not resolve the entire dispute, the parties can use mediation to narrow 
the dispute and construct an effective litigation plan. That, in turn, can lead to further settlement 
discussions. 

When Is Pre-Litigation Mediation a Realistic Option?

 Given that only 1.4 percent of all civil cases in Michigan in 2014 went to verdict, the parties 
should consider pre-litigation mediation. But is pre-suit or pre-arbitration mediation a realistic 
alternative? 
Yes, if:
a.  The parties want to continue to work together or wish to assure that the matter is resolved 
amicably.
b.  The dispute involves a closely held business, particularly a family business. 
c.  Publicity about the dispute could harm relations with customers (or clients or patients), with vendors, or with employees.
d.  The parties are loathe to involve customers and current employees in the resolution of the dispute. 
e.  Counsel (perhaps with the mediator’s assistance) are able to work together.
No, if:
a.  The parties cannot trust each other. Yet, a skilled mediator can often help to bridge the trust gap. 
b.   One party needs a temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction. That said, mediation remains an option after the business 

court awards or denies such relief.
c.  The other party will use mediation solely as a delaying tactic. 
d.   One party needs discovery, which the other party refuses to provide. Still, a mediator can help the parties resolve the discovery issue 

so the parties can proceed to a meaningful mediation.
e.   A party will not take mediation seriously unless suit or arbitration is filed.
f.   The parties cannot agree on satisfactory mediation, tolling, and standstill agreements. See below.

Recommended Protocol for  Pre-Litigation Mediation
In General

Because the business court judges often encourage (or require) early mediation, some attorneys and judges (the authors included) 
recommend pre-suit mediation in appropriate cases. As long as the client’s interests are not prejudiced by the delay, why not mediate the 
dispute before filing suit? To protect the parties, counsel should consider the various agreements described below. In the case of a closely 
held business, the principals of the company should also be parties to these agreements.
Tolling Agreement

The parties should enter into a tolling agreement.42 In it, the parties agree that the statutes of limitations, or other defenses based on 
the passage of time, are tolled for a given period to allow the parties time to mediate the dispute. 
Mediation Agreement
 The parties should enter into a written mediation agreement. But in pre-suit mediation, there is obviously no judge to enforce the 
agreement. Thus, the parties should consider additional issues for their mediation agreement. Those include: 

1.   The right, if any, of the mediator to call additional mediation sessions.
2.   Document production (what and from whom). For example, should a party be able to obtain records from the company’s 

accountant, tax advisors, etc.? 
3.   Confidentiality of proceedings under MRE 408 and MCR 2.412. 
4.   Confidentiality of documents produced (non-disclosure agreement that may become a stipulated protective order should the matter 

______________ 
Because the business 

court judges  
often encourage  

(or require) early 
mediation, 
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and judges (the 

authors included) 
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pre-suit mediation  
in appropriate cases.______________
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not resolve).
5.   Attendees. This is particularly important in shareholder (business breakup) litigation. Should the company’s professional advisors 

(corporate counsel, corporate accountant,  banker,  financial  and insurance advisor) attend? What about spouses of the business 
owners? And should adult children, who are already involved in the business, participate?

6.   Consequence if a party is not cooperative or has otherwise acted in “bad faith.” How will that consequence be enforced? What 
happens if a party simply fails to show for mediation (or “walks out” early in the mediation) or fails to produce documents? 

7.   Whether to involve early neutral experts (and who decides, and who pays). For example, if one party believes there are bookkeeping 
irregularities, it might be helpful to retain an independent auditor to examine the documents and issue a non-binding report.

Standstill (Status Quo) Agreement
 In cases involving small businesses (particularly shareholder disputes), the parties should know how the business will be operated 
during the mediation process. Hence, the need for a standstill (or status quo) agreement. Some of the provisions of a standstill 
agreement may, depending on the nature of the dispute and on the pre-existing agreements among the parties, include: 
1.  No changes to: 

a.  Compensation for parties
b.  How monies are disbursed or invested
c.  Methods of accounting and bookkeeping
d.  Methods of payment to vendors and payment on other accounts payable
e.  Those approved to sign checks at given amounts
f.  Professional advisors 
g.  Location of main and branch offices
h.  Pricing to customers or clients; methods of bidding projects 
i.  Line of business
j.  Clients and customers
k.  Suppliers
l.  Vendors

2.  No transactions outside the ordinary course of business, including:
a.  Borrowing
b.  Transfers of money or other property  between  affiliated companies
c.  Purchasing, selling, or mortgaging assets
d.  Hiring or firing (or promotion or demotion) of employees
e.  Removal of officers, directors, or managers
f.  Future distributions or bonuses
g.  Issuance, redemption, or cross-purchase of shares or membership interests

3.  Reinstatement of a party to position as officer, director, manager, or employee
4.  Management decisions outside the ordinary course of business to be conducted in the presence of all parties
5.  Agreed access by shareholders or members to company books and records
6.  Agreement on how shareholder or member loans will be repaid
7.  Restoring distributions that were not proportionate to equity interests or that were not otherwise permitted by agreement 
8.  Notice before any party files suit or demands arbitration
9.  Retention of all documents (whether hard-copy or electronic) by the company and by the principals themselves 
10.  Confidentiality.  Unless  required by existing agreements, the parties will not disclose even existence of the dispute to customers, 

clients, vendors, lenders, etc. 
11. Accounting for disputed transactions
12. Modification. Any  of  the  above may be modified only by unanimous (or agreed supermajority), written consent.

__________ 
Regardless of 
whether the 

parties opt for 
arbitration or 

the business 
court, they 

should seriously 
consider including 

pre-litigation 
mediation in 

the dispute 
resolution clause.____________ 
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Recommended Pre-Litigation  Mediation Clause
 Regardless of whether the parties opt for arbitration or the business court, they should seriously consider including pre-litigation 
mediation in the dispute resolution clause. A brief example follows:

As a condition precedent to the filing of [a lawsuit/demand for arbitration], except when a party seeks temporary or 
preliminary equitable relief or when delay will unduly prejudice a party, the parties agree to engage in a confidential  
[and  good  faith]  mediation with ________ as the mediator. Unless mutually agreed to the contrary, the parties 
will schedule the mediation to take place within ___ days [of the date the dispute arises / of the written notice of the 
dispute required by this agreement]. In those instances where temporary or preliminary equitable relief is sought or 
delay will unduly prejudice a party, the parties will engage in the confidential mediation within 30 days of the filing of 
the [lawsuit / demand for arbitration]. The parties will comply with all confidentiality and other agreements reasonably 
required by the mediator. The parties also agree to confer on the voluntary exchange of information, documents, and 
other data that will assist the confidential mediation process. 

Conclusion
 Given the success of the business courts so far, and their emphasis on early judicial involvement, it is time to rethink, just as the 
American Institute of Architects did, the conventional wisdom that binding arbitration should be the default.43 So what is better, 
arbitration or business courts? 
 The answer is: It depends. The choice should be based on the nature of the transaction, the needs and desires of the parties, and 
the parties themselves. But before filing suit or demanding arbitration, should mediation be required? If so, then the parties should agree 
at the outset on a forum-selection clause that requires mediation before litigation, except in limited circumstances. But regardless of 
what the parties decide, they should make a considered decision about how (and when) their dispute will be handled. 
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Michigan Arbitration and Mediation 
2014-2015 Case Law Update

Lee Hornberger, Arbitrator and Mediator

 I.  INTRODUCTION

This update reviews significant Michigan cases issued since early 2014 concerning arbitration and mediation. 
For the sake of brevity, this update uses a short citation style rather than the official style for Court of 

Appeals unpublished decisions.

II. ARBITRATION
A. Michigan Supreme Court Decisions

Dispute with individuals not within arbitration agreement.

Altobelli v Hartmann, 498 Mich 912; 871 NW2d 190 (2015) (SC 150656), directed scheduling of oral argument on whether 
to grant application for leave or take other action. Defendants are principal members of a law firm. The law firm operating agreement 
contained a mandatory arbitration agreement covering any dispute, controversy or claim between the law firm and a current or 
former principal. The parties shall file supplemental briefs addressing whether the COA correctly affirmed the Circuit Court’s denial 
of defendants’ motion to dismiss based on the agreement’s arbitration provision because the plaintiff’s claims were directed at the 
individual defendants, rather than the law firm. Altobelli v Hartmann, 307 Mich App 612; 816 NW2d 913 (2014); app lv app pdg. 
COA affirmed Circuit Court’s order denying defendants’ motion to compel arbitration, reversed Circuit Court’s order granting partial 
summary disposition in favor of plaintiff, and remanded for further proceedings. Circuit Court found that dispute did not fall within 
scope of arbitration clause. COA agreed with Circuit Court that dispute between plaintiff and individual defendants was not within 
arbitration clause.

Does arbitrator decide attorney fee in lien case?

Ronnisch Construction Group, Inc v Lofts on the Nine, LLC, ___ Mich ___; 861 NW2d 630 (2015) (SC 150029), granted 
leave to appeal and ordered parties to address whether COA erred in holding that plaintiff contractor, who filed claim of lien under 
Construction Lien Act (CLA), MCL 570.1101 et seq, and then filed Circuit Court action against property owner, alleging breach of 
contract, foreclosure of lien, and unjust enrichment claims, was entitled to award of attorney fees as MCL 570.1118(2) “prevailing 
party,” when plaintiff prevailed in arbitration on contract claim, but neither arbitrator nor Circuit Court resolved plaintiff’s foreclosure 
of lien claim. In Ronnisch Const Group, Inc, 306 Mich App 203 (2014), plaintiff appealed from Circuit Court’s denial of its request 
for CLA attorney fees. Because Circuit Court erroneously concluded that it was precluded from considering awarding MCL attorney 
fees, COA vacated portion of order dealing with attorney fees and remanded. Arbitrator declined to address plaintiff’s request for 
attorney fees as prevailing lien claimant and reserved that issue for Circuit Court. Circuit Court denied attorney fees because defendant 
had complied with award. COA held plaintiff was prevailing lien claimant; fact that lien amount was determined by arbitrator instead 
of court or jury does not compel different conclusion. COA vacated denial of attorney fees, and remanded matter to Circuit Court to 
decide whether to grant attorney fees or not.

Duty to defend in arbitration.

Hastings Mut Ins Co v Mosher Dolan Cataldo & Kelly, Inc, 497 Mich 919; 856 NW2d 550 (2014), in lieu of granting leave to 
appeal, reversed COA (COA 296791). According to Supreme Court, COA erred in holding that insurer did not have duty to defend 
insured in arbitration case. Duty to defend is broader than duty to indemnify. Insurer has duty to defend, despite theories of liability 
asserted against insured that are not covered under policy, if there are any theories of recovery that fall within policy. Claimants in 
arbitration case alleged water damage that was not excluded from coverage by insurance policy exclusions. Because insurer had duty to 
defend, it was not entitled to restitution. Supreme Court remanded case to Circuit Court for further proceedings. 

Is arbitration award “verdict” for case evaluation purposes?

Acorn Investment Co v Mich Basic Property Ins Ass’n, 495 Mich 338; 852 NW2d 22 (2014). Michigan Basic rejected case 
evaluation and appraisal panel’s award was less favorable to Michigan Basic than case evaluation. Supreme Court held that requirement, 
that action “proceed to verdict,” was satisfied. Under definition of “verdict” … a judgment entered as a result of a ruling on a motion 
after rejection of the case evaluation.” MCR 2.403(O)(2)(c). In this case, action proceeded to judgment as result of a ruling on a motion 
when Circuit Court granted Acorn’s motion for entry of judgment. Acorn may recover its actual costs because motion for entry of 
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judgment caused case to “proceed to verdict” when Circuit Court ruled on motion. Because Circuit Court had discretion to award such 
costs to Acorn, Supreme Court reversed COA and remanded case to Circuit Court for further proceedings. 

COA vacates second award and confirms first award.

City of Holland v French, 495 Mich 942; 843 NW2d 485 (2014), denied leave to appeal from City of Holland, 309367 (June 18, 
2013). Justice Markman dissented. Initial arbitrator determined that City lacked “just cause” to terminate defendant and that it must 
reinstate her with back pay. Circuit Court vacated this award and required a second arbitration. Second arbitrator ruled in favor of City, 
and Circuit Court affirmed. In split decision, COA reversed Circuit Court’s vacation of first arbitration award and remanded for entry 
of order enforcing first award. 

B. Michigan Court of Appeals Published Decisions
Arbitration in UIM no fault case

Nickola v MIC Gen Ins Co, ___ Mich App ___, 322565 (September 24, 2015), app lv app pdg, discusses attorney fee and interest 
issue arising from a protracted Uninsured Motorist case that included an arbitration.

COA Partially Confirms and Partially Vacates Award in Defamation Case

Hope-Jackson v Washington, ___ Mich App ___ , 319810 (August 18, 2015), affirmed confirmation of that part of award in 
defamation case concerning tolling, defamation, presumed damages, actual malice, and $360,000 in per se damages; and reversed 
confirmation of that part of award concerning $140,000 exemplary damages. Since there had been no request for a retraction, COA 
ruled that arbitrator’s granting of exemplary damages was an error of law on the face of the award. MCL 600.2911(2).

Pre-arbitration hearing submission of exhibits.

Fette v Peters Constr Co, 310 Mich App 535 (2015). Michigan Arbitration Act (MAA), MCL 600.5001 et seq, controlled this 
case; not Uniform Arbitration Act (UAA), MCL 691.1681 et seq. COA concluded record did not support plaintiffs’ contention that 
arbitrator considered exhibits that defendant electronically shared before hearing in making award determination. Even if award were 
against great weight of evidence or was not supported by substantial evidence, COA would be precluded from vacating award. Allowing 
parties to electronically submit evidence prior to hearing did not affect plaintiffs’ ability to present any evidence they desired.  

Lay-offs go to court, not STC or CBA.

Baumgartner v Perry Public Schools, 309 Mich App 507 (313945, 314158, 314696 (March 12, 2015), lv dn ___ Mich ___ 
(2015), held that Legislature exercised its constitutional authority concerning teacher layoffs. Legislature made merit, not seniority, 
controlling factor in layoff decision making. It did this by removing teacher layoffs as subject of collective bargaining and this removed 
unions and administrative agencies from dispute-resolution process in this specific realm of public-sector labor law. Legislature gave 
school boards power to make layoff decisions, and gave courts sole and exclusive power to review school boards’ decisions. 

Pre-award lawsuit concerning arbitrator selection.

Oakland-Macomb Interceptor Drain Drainage Dist v Ric-Man Constr, Inc, 304 Mich App 46; 850 NW2d 408 (2014), is an 
example of viewpoint that “[n]o part of the arbitration process is more important than that of selecting the person who is to render the 
decision[,]” Elkouri & Elkouri, How Arbitration Works (7th ed), p 4-37, and “[c]hoosing an arbitrator may be the most important step 
the parties take in the arbitration process.” Abrams, Inside Arbitration (2013), p 37. In Oakland-Macomb Interceptor Drain Drainage 
Dist, AAA did not appoint a member of the arbitration panel who had specialized qualifications required in agreement to arbitrate. 
Agreement modified AAA rules by mandating qualifications for the panel and outlining manner in which AAA must appoint panel. 
Plaintiff brought suit against defendant and AAA to enforce these requirements. Circuit Court ruled in favor of defendant and AAA. 
Court of Appeals in a split decision reversed. 

Issue was whether plaintiff could bring pre-award lawsuit concerning arbitrator selection. According to majority, courts usually will 
not entertain suits to hear pre-award objections to arbitrator selection. But, when a suit is brought to enforce essential provisions of 
agreement concerning criteria for choosing arbitrators, courts will enforce such mandates.

According to majority, agreement to arbitrate made specialized qualifications of panel central to entire agreement; and, when such a 
provision to arbitrate is central to agreement, the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), 9 USC 1, et seq, provides that it should be enforced by 
courts prior to the arbitration hearing. “If in the agreement provision be made for a method of naming or appointing an arbitrator or 
arbitrators or an umpire, such method shall be followed … .” 9 USC 5.
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According to majority, party may petition court before award has been issued if (1) arbitration agreement specifies detailed 
qualifications arbitrator(s) must possess and (2) arbitration administrator fails to appoint arbitrator that meets these qualifications. Court 
may issue order, pursuant to § 4 of FAA, requiring that arbitration proceedings conform to terms of arbitration agreement. Majority 
awarded plaintiff its Circuit Court and COA costs and attorney fees. 

Judge Jansen’s dissent indicated that party cannot obtain judicial review of qualifications of arbitrators prior to award. There was no 
claim that selection of panel member involved fraud or any other fundamental infirmity that would invalidate arbitration agreement, 
or any claim that appointee had inappropriate relationship with a party. Although appointee might not have had requirements for 
appointment set forth in agreement, plaintiff was required to wait until after issuance of award in order to raise issue in a proceeding to 
vacate. 9 USC 10. 

C.  Michigan Court of Appeals Unpublished Decisions 
Res Judicata

 Jackson-Phelps v Dipiero, 323132 (December 17, 2015). Prior arbitration award on related issues was res judicata.

Review of Employer’s Termination Decision

Taylor v Spectrum Health Primary Care Partners, 323155 (December 10, 2015), app lv app pdg. Employer reserved for itself sole 
discretion to determine existence of “unethical behavior” justifying summary termination. Provided that employer follows procedures 
outlined in contract, plaintiff has no basis to dispute this determination and the possibility of review by an arbitrator, like the possibility 
of judicial review, is foreclosed. Since arbitrators derive authority from parties’ contract and arbitration agreement, they are bound to act 
within those terms. Employer’s termination decision did not give rise to a “dispute” and plaintiff cannot seek review of this decision by 
an arbitrator.

Court Appointment of DRAA Substitute Arbitrator Reversed

 In Zelasko v Zelasko, 324514 (December 8, 2015), app lv app pdg, defendant appealed an order appointing a substitute 
arbitrator after the agreed-upon arbitrator died. The same order denied defendant’s request that the interim arbitration orders be vacated. 
Indicating nothing in the DRAA, MCL 600.5070 et seq., permits a Circuit Court to appoint a substitute arbitrator absent agreement of 
the parties, the COA reversed that portion of the order appointing a substitute arbitrator. The COA agreed with the Circuit Court that 
there was no reason to disturb the interim orders, which were either not contested or were affirmed by the Circuit Court, and affirmed 
that portion of the order.

COA Affirms Arbitrator Fee

 Plante & Moran, PLLC v Berris, 323562 (November 17, 2015), is an arbitrator fee collection case. The COA affirmed 
the fee because a prior award confirming the award was collateral estoppel and the arbitrator was protected by the doctrine of arbitral 
immunity.

 COA Approves Informal Method of Conducting DRAA Arbitration

 Fadel v El-Akkari, 321931 (October 15, 2015). (DRAA). COA held that Circuit Court acted within its discretion in 
revisiting its initial decision to vacate arbitration award. DRAA does not require arbitrator to hear live rebuttal testimony.

Race to the Courthouse

New River Construction, LLC v Nat’l Mgt & Preservation Svs, LLC, 324465 (July 21, 2015). COA, after considering totality of 
circumstances, held that Circuit Court abused its discretion when it denied motion to set aside default judgment. Plaintiff is bound to 
arbitrate its breach of contract claim and defendant would have been entitled to summary disposition on these matters. 

COA confirms binding mediation award.

In Cummings v Cummings, 318724 (May 19, 2015), plaintiff appealed Circuit Court order which denied plaintiff’s motion to 
vacate “binding mediation award.” COA affirmed. COA held binding mediation is equivalent to arbitration and subject to same judicial 
review. According to COA, parties agreed to binding mediation, which like arbitration, does not require a certain degree of formality. 
Relief from untimely award was not warranted where appellant failed to allege what substantial difference would have resulted from 
a timely award. In addition, according to COA, cases where award was vacated due to ex parte communication involved a violation 
of arbitration agreement prohibiting such conduct. The binding mediation agreement did not contain a clause prohibiting ex parte 
communication, so there is no indication that mediator exceeded his powers by acting beyond material terms of parties’ contract. COA 
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said “Plaintiff also asserts that the mediator badgered witnesses, but the only example he gives is that the mediator poked a witness with 
a pencil. While poking a witness with a pencil, if that is exactly what occurred, is inappropriate, it does not show a concrete bias.” COA 
pointed out the hearings were often hostile or aggressive. Although there were times where mediator’s behavior was not indicative of ‘a 
good mediator’ or necessarily professional, mediator did the best he could to control the situation he was presented with and keep calm 
when hearings became aggressive.”   

COA confirms award in spite of discovery and witness interview issues.

Perry v Portage Pub Sch Bd of Ed, 319170 (March 12, 2015), lv dn ___ Mich ___ (2015). In this AAA employment arbitration 
case, plaintiff appealed Circuit Court’s order denying plaintiff’s motion to vacate award. COA affirmed. Prior to arbitration, employer 
retained investigator who created a report. Employee requested copy of report before arbitration hearing. Employer declined, indicating 
it would provide report to employee only if employee realized this would make document subject to public disclosure under Public 
Records Act. In addition, employee asked authorization to interview potential employee witnesses. Employee did not request to take 
formal depositions. At arbitration hearing, employer utilized investigator as witness. Arbitrator issued award in favor of employer. 
Circuit Court refused to vacate award. COA agreed with Circuit Court that (1) employer did not refuse to produce the report but 
rather correctly conditioned such production on a realization of Public Records Act implications, and (2) employee could have used 
deposition procedure to interview witnesses but chose not to.

Dismissal order to permit arbitration is not final appealable order.

ITT Water & Wastewater USA Inc v L D’Agostini & Sons, Inc, 319148 (March 10, 2015).  Circuit Court entered stipulation 
and order of dismissal without prejudice. The order stated that parties entered into arbitration and tolling agreement concerning 
their claims. Circuit Court retained jurisdiction over case and case could be reopened under MCR 3.602(I) upon party’s motion “for 
purposes of confirming any award rendered pursuant to the arbitration agreement of the parties.” Order also stated that it resolved 
the last pending claim and closed the case. MCR 2.602(A)(3). Then defendant filed appeal challenging Circuit Court’s prior orders 
granting partial summary disposition in favor of plaintiff. COA held that stipulated order of dismissal entered by Circuit Court 
pursuant to parties’ agreement to submit their claim and counterclaim to arbitration is not appealable by right, and COA lacked 
jurisdiction over appeal. COA noted that after entry of judgment on an award, defendant could challenge in an appeal by right Circuit 
Court’s orders granting partial summary disposition in favor of plaintiff.

All of artwork invoice claims subject to arbitration.

Beck v Park W Galleries, Inc, 319463 (March 3, 2015), app lv app pdg. COA affirmed Circuit Court’s ruling that arbitration 
agreements were enforceable despite the challenge to the invoices as a whole, reversed Circuit Court’s ruling that all of claims were not 
subject to arbitration, and remanded for entry of order granting defendants’ motion for summary disposition. Arbitration clauses in 
parties’ agreements provided that any issues of arbitrability should be resolved by arbitrator, and not court. Because parties’ agreements 
contained such a clause, and the basis for plaintiffs’ challenge to validity of the agreements was not directed specifically to agreements to 
arbitrate, Circuit Court correctly held that plaintiffs’ claims were subject to arbitration.

Judge Hoekstra dissented indicating he agreed with majority in concluding that invoices containing arbitration clauses are subject to 
arbitration but he disagreed that invoices that did not contain arbitration clauses were also subject to arbitration.

Successors have to comply with arbitration clause.

Marjorie Brown Trust v Morgan Stanley Smith Barney, LLC, 317993 (February 5, 2015), app lv app pdg. The main issue was 
whether dispute over investment account is subject to arbitration, as specified in account agreement, or whether dispute can proceed in 
Michigan judicial system. Plaintiff admitted her account with Smith Barney Shearson was subject to arbitration agreement, but asserted 
that defendants Morgan Stanley Smith Barney and Citigroup Global Markets were not successors to Smith Barney Shearson, and were 
not parties to arbitration agreement. Defendants produced evidence that Morgan Stanley Smith Barney and Citigroup Global Markets 
were successors of Smith Barney Shearson, through a series of consolidations. COA agreed with Circuit Court that defendants were 
successors of Smith Barney Shearson and agreement to arbitrate was binding on plaintiff.

Labor arbitration award res judicata in subsequent court proceeding.

In Heffelfinger v Bad Axe Public Schools, 318347 (December 2, 2014), lv dn ___ Mich ___ (2015), teacher was separated 
pursuant to Last Chance Agreement. LCA provided separation could be arbitrated. Separation issue went to arbitration. Arbitrator 
upheld separation. Teacher filed court action arguing that LCA violated Teachers’ Tenure Act, MCL 38.71 et seq. COA held that award 
was res judicata and precluded teacher’s court case. In a prior decision, COA held that collateral estoppel applies to positions taken in a 
prior arbitration. Thomas v Miller Canfield Paddock & Stone, 314374 (October 21, 2014).
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Past practice issues go to arbitration.

Wayne Co v AFSCME, 312708 (October 9, 2014). COA held that, if CBA covers term or condition in dispute, enforceability of 
provision is left to arbitration. The CBA grievance and arbitration procedures were bypassed. Scope of MERC’s authority in reviewing 
claim of refusal-to-bargain when parties have a separate grievance or arbitration process is limited to whether CBA covers subject of the 
claim. When there is evidence that past practice has modified CBA, it is left to arbitrator to make determination on the issue and not 
MERC. See generally Macomb Co v AFSCME, 494 Mich 65; 833 NW2d 225 (2013).

USAF pension consideration in DRAA arbitration.

Torres v Torres, 314453 (August 19, 2014) (Gleicher and O’Connell [majority]; and Hoekstra [dissent]), lv dn ___ Mich ___ 
(2015). Parties submitted divorce case to arbitration. Evidence submitted to arbitrator revealed that husband was entitled to USAF 
pension. Arbitrator’s initial decision overlooked USAF pension. When wife brought this omission to arbitrator’s attention, he 
acknowledged existence of unvested pension but refused to value or equitably divide it. As a result, award on its face improperly treated 
pension as husband’s separate property. COA reversed Circuit Court’s affirmance of award and remanded for reconsideration of the 
pension distribution. 

Award from hearing with one party absent confirmed.

Blue River Financial Group, Inc v Elevator Concepts Ltd, 315971 (July 29, 2014); and Elevator Concepts Ltd v Blue River 
Financial Group, Inc, 314803 (July 29, 2014). Arbitration hearing took place. Defendants did not attend. There was no answer 
or response to plaintiff’s demand for arbitration. There was no transcript of arbitration. Arbitrator issued award in favor of plaintiff. 
Plaintiff filed motion to enforce award. Defendants argued there was no agreement to arbitrate, and arbitrator had no authority to 
issue award against them. Plaintiff contended that defendants waived any challenge to award because they never objected to plaintiff’s 
demand for arbitration. Circuit Court granted plaintiff’s motion to enforce award. COA affirmed and indicated that to determine 
arbitrability, court must consider whether there is arbitration provision in parties’ contract, whether dispute is arguably within 
arbitration clause, and whether dispute is expressly exempt from arbitration by terms of contract, and doubts about arbitrability are 
resolved in favor of arbitration. COA indicated that court may not hunt for errors in award, and facially valid damage award should not 
be disturbed. 

Arbitrator failed to comply with arbitration agreement.

In Visser v Visser, 314185 (July 15, 2014), a domestic relations matter, parties agreed to arbitration in order to resolve issues 
relating to child custody, parenting time, child support, and property. Parties agreed that, pursuant to MCL 600.5077(2), if child 
custody, child support, and/or parenting time were at issue, a court reporter would be hired to transcribe portion of arbitration 
proceedings affecting those issues. They agreed that arbitrator must adhere to MRE. After successfully mediating custody and parenting 
time issues, arbitration was held to decide child support and property issues. Without presence of court reporter, and without adhering 
to MRE, arbitrator entered award and proposed judgment. Defendant argued arbitrator exceeded his authority in failing to apply 
MRE and failing to hire court reporter. Circuit Court ruled in favor of plaintiff, entered arbitrator’s proposed judgment and denied 
defendant’s motion to vacate award. COA held that because of arbitrator’s failure to comply with arbitration agreement by neither 
utilizing MRE nor obtaining court reporter, Circuit Court erred in refusing to vacate provision of award and proposed judgment 
concerning child support.

Does arbitrator or Court decide sanctions issue?

G&B II, PC v Gudeman, 315607 (July 15, 2014), lv dn ___ Mich ___ (2015). An attorney-fee dispute resulted in arbitration, 
where parties negotiated a payment plan. Plaintiff returned to Circuit Court seeking sanctions against defendant’s counsel, contending 
that counsel’s defense was frivolous. Circuit Court denied sanction request, ruling that it should have been directed to arbitrator. COA 
affirmed, for reasons different than those used by Circuit Court. Plaintiff could have sought sanctions in arbitration. It did not do 
so. Given the brief time Circuit Court “conducted” the underlying action, COA declined to disturb Circuit Court’s conclusion that 
it could not reasonably assess a sanction. Arbitration agreement gave arbitrator authority to resolve any disagreement between the 
parties “in connection with, or in relation to this Agreement, or otherwise.” The imposition of sanctions in arbitration for attorney 
misconduct during arbitration proceedings is consistent with language of arbitration agreement, broad powers granted to arbitrators, 
and court rules. AAA Rules governing commercial arbitration do not prohibit sanctioning attorney for arguing a frivolous defense. 
AAA, Commercial Arbitration Rules & Mediation Procedures, R-58(a). Regardless of arbitrator’s power to sanction an attorney, Circuit 
Court did not clearly err by refusing to do so.  
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Court must resolve dispute regarding validity of arbitration agreement.

Queller v Young and Meather Properties, LLC, 315862 (June 17, 2014). Circuit Court granted defendant’s motion to compel 
arbitration. Circuit Court determined that alleged fraud in the inducement claim could be raised in arbitration. COA reversed. 
According to COA, before court can order party to arbitration, court must resolve any dispute regarding validity of underlying 
agreement; existence of arbitration agreement and enforceability of its terms are questions for court, not arbitrator. 

CBA must be exhausted before court action.

Gliwa v Lenawee Co, 313958 (May 27, 2014), concerned termination of plaintiff’s employment. Defendants appealed from 
Circuit Court order denying their motion for summary disposition. COA reversed. According to COA, Circuit Court erred by failing 
to grant summary disposition in favor of defendants on plaintiff’s claims of wrongful discharge; plaintiff’s position was in collective 
bargaining unit; he was bound by CBA; and his failure to utilize CBA grievance procedure required summary disposition in favor of 
defendants. Where CBA mandates that internal remedies be pursued, a party must exhaust those remedies before filing a court action. 

COA reverses Circuit Court order to disqualify arbitrator.

Thomas v City of Flint, 314212 (April 22, 2014) (Donofrio and Cavanagh [majority]; Jensen [concurring]. During course of 
pending arbitration, neutral arbitrator inadvertently sent e-mail to plaintiff’s counsel that was intended for one of arbitrator’s own 
clients. Plaintiff’s counsel then requested neutral arbitrator to recuse herself and she declined. Circuit Court granted plaintiff’s motion 
to disqualify neutral arbitrator. Plaintiff appealed. COA indicated arbitrator should be disqualified if, based on objective and reasonable 
perceptions, arbitrator has serious risk of actual bias, the appearance of impropriety standard is applicable to arbitrators; and arbitrators 
are not judges and are not subject to Code of Judicial Conduct. Unintentional e-mail did not give rise to objective and reasonable 
perception that serious risk of actual bias existed. MCR 2.003(C)(1)(b). COA reversed Circuit Court’s order granting plaintiff’s motion 
to disqualify.

In concurrence’s viewpoint, if plaintiff wished to challenge impartiality of neutral arbitrator, he was required to wait until after award 
was issued and file a motion to vacate. MCR 3.602(J)(2)(b). 

COA reverses Circuit Court vacatur of award.

Hillsdale Co Medicare Care and Rehabilitation Ctr v SEIU, 310024 (April 22, 2014). Plaintiff discharged employee LPN 
because she allegedly used inappropriate language concerning residents. Employer self-reported situation to Michigan Department 
of Community Health’s Bureau of Health Systems (BHS). Without interviewing employee, BHS concluded that “resident verbal 
abuse was substantiated to have occurred by” employee. SEIU took matter to arbitration. Arbitrator found there was not just cause 
for discharge and reinstated employee with back pay. Arbitrator did not give deference to BHS conclusion because BHS had not 
interviewed employee. Employer filed complaint seeking to have award vacated on grounds that reinstating employee would violate 
Section 20173a(1), Public Health Code. MCL 333.20173a. Employer argued that award was inconsistent with BHS conclusion. 
Because of BHS conclusion, Circuit Court vacated award. COA held that Circuit Court should have considered arguments that BHS 
had denied due process to employee and had not complied with its own investigatory requirements. COA reversed Circuit Court order 
and remanded for evidentiary hearing concerning whether there was substantiated BHS finding that employee engaged in abuse and, if 
so, whether that finding was made pursuant to appropriate investigation. 

COA reverses Circuit Court confirmation of award.

  In Rogensues v Weldmation, Inc, 310389 and 311211 (February 11, 2014), lv dn ___ Mich ___ (2014), defendant appealed 
Circuit Court judgment confirming an arbitration award. COA held that Circuit Court erred in confirming award and that defendant 
did not enter into an arbitration agreement with plaintiff and was not bound by employment agreement plaintiff had with defendant. 
Defendant was not required to file motion to vacate award under MCR 3.602(J) in order to affirmatively defend against confirmation 
of award. Circuit Court erroneously failed to consider defendant’s defense that no arbitration agreement existed before confirming 
award. Defendant was not required to arbitrate dispute plaintiff had with defendant. Arbitrator exceeded her authority when she 
concluded that defendant was bound by plaintiff’s employment agreement to arbitrate plaintiff’s claim that he was entitled to a 
severance payment.

COA affirms Circuit Court vacatur of awards.

In AFSCME v Charter Twp of Harrison, 312541 (January 16, 2014), COA affirmed Circuit Court vacatur of arbitration 
award. CBA provided, “[i]n the event that either party fails to answer or appeal within the time limits prescribed, the grievance will be 
considered decided in favor of the opposite party.” Employer failed to answer grievance within required time limits, but award did not 
decide grievance in AFSCME’s favor. According to COA, this was erroneous. Employer’s failure to respond to grievance within 10 days 
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triggered CBA’s default provision. Award was beyond scope of authority granted arbitrator under CBA, and did not draw its essence 
from CBA.

COA affirms Circuit Court orders favoring arbitration.

In the following cases COA affirmed orders ordering arbitration, confirming awards, or declining to vacate awards. Fadel v 
El-Akkari, 321931 (October 15, 2015) (DRAA); Hartigan v The Gold Refinery, LLC, 321506 (October 1, 2015); Ellis v Ellis, 
321972 (August 6, 2015)(transcript); Martinez v Degiulio, 321616 (July 30, 2015) (DRAA); Fremont Community Digester, LLC 
v Demoria Bldg Co, Inc, 320336 (June 25, 2015);  Bidasaria v Central Mich Univ, 319596 (May 14, 2015); Andary v Andary, 
319299 (February 10, 2015); Warren v Flint Community Schools, 318825 (January 15, 2015); Wyandotte v POAM, 318563 
(January 13, 2015) (vacatur reversed); Lowry v Lauren Bienenstock & Associates Inc , 317516 (December 23, 2014) (agreement to 
arbitrate enforced); McAlpine v Donald A Bosco Bldg Inc, 316323 (December 18, 2014); Theater Group 3, LLC v Secura Ins Co, 
317393 (November 13, 2014); Mastech v Bleichert, Inc, 317467 (November 13, 2014); Israel v Putrus , 316249 (November 4, 
2014) (confirmation affirmed and sanctions granted); Ross v Ross, 319576 (September 24, 2014); C&L Ward Bros Co v Outsource 
Solutions, Inc, 315794 (September 2, 2014); Roty v Quality Rental, LLC, 313056 (August 12, 2014); Brown v Titan Ins Co, 
315119 (July 24, 2014); Kosiur v Kosiur, 314841 (April 22, 2014);  Emrick v Menard Builders, Inc, 314038 (April 17, 2014); and 
Pugh v Crowley, 313471 (April 8, 2014). 

III. MEDIATION

A. Michigan Supreme Court Decisions    

MSA concerning parental rights.

In re Wangler/Paschke, ___ Mich ___ (November 6, 2015) (SC 149537)[Justice Markman dissenting], reversed In re Wangler/
Paschke, 305 Mich App 438 (May 27, 2014). In In re Wangler/Paschke, 305 Mich App 438 (2014) (Hoestra and Sawyer [majority]; 
Gleicher [dissent]), parties entered into MSA. Respondent failed to comply with mediated ordered services. Pursuant to agreement, 
Circuit Court accepted her plea and took jurisdiction over minor children. Respondent’s attorney agreed that mediation agreement 
authorized court to take jurisdiction over children. Court stated it was taking “formal jurisdiction” and authorized petitioner to file 
supplemental petition asking for termination of respondent’s parental rights. On appeal, respondent argued that her written plea that 
was incorporated into mediation agreement was invalid and could not form basis for court to take jurisdiction over children. Court 
ordered parties to engage in mediation immediately after preliminary hearing wherein it found probable cause to authorize the petition 
and ordered temporary placement of children. During mediation, parties negotiated agreement that was signed by all participants, 
including respondent. Agreement set forth consequences of court’s acceptance of respondent’s admission plea.

Judge Gleicher’s COA dissent indicated that before court may exercise jurisdiction based on parent’s plea it must satisfy itself that 
parent knowingly, understandingly, and voluntarily waived certain rights. MCR 3.971(C)(1). No dialogue between court and parent 
had occurred. The mediation employed as a substitute for the adjudicative trial improperly bypassed due process MCR protections, and 
Circuit Court never obtained jurisdiction. 

B. Michigan Court of Appeals Published Decisions     

There do not appear to have been any Michigan Court of Appeals published decisions concerning mediation during the review 
period.

C. Michigan Court of Appeals Unpublished Decisions   

DR MSA enforced.

Kleinjan v Carlton, 328772 (January 19, 2016), enforced DR MSA.

Child custody MSA not enforced.

Bono v Bono, 325331 (November 19, 2015). COA held that Circuit Court abused its discretion by entering a MSA judgment of 
divorce, which included child custody provisions, without first considering the statutory best interest factors. The Child Custody Act 
requires the Circuit Court to determine independently what custodial placement is in best interests of the children, even if parties utilize 
alternative dispute resolution to come to an agreement regarding custody placement. Harvey v Harvey, 470 Mich 186, 187; 680 NW2d 
835 (2004).
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MSA not binding contract.
In split decision, Control Room Technologies, LLC v Waypoint Fiber Networks, LLC, 320553 (April 28, 2015), held that Circuit 

Court erred in concluding that MSA was binding contract. Majority decision indicated considering essential terms that were omitted 
from MSA, and circumstances surrounding its execution, the three-page handwritten MSA was so cursory in its treatment of complex 
matters that parties did not intend document to be binding contract. Circuit Court erred in concluding that MSA was enforceable 
contract.

Dissent indicated the MSA was sufficiently definite to be an enforceable contract. Agreement was not a three page document. It 
incorporated a 50 page plus document. The incorporated document provided essential terms for agreement.

Repeated challenges to MSA sanctionable.
Annis v Annis, 319577 (April 16, 2015), affirmed Circuit Court’s finding that plaintiff’s challenges to binding nature of MSA, 

even after Circuit Court found it enforceable, violated MCR 2.114(D)(2), and affirmed Circuit Court’s awarding of sanctions for this 
violation. 

Unsigned MSA not enforced.

Central Warehouse Operations, Inc v Riffell, 319183 (March 24, 2015). Parties negotiated oral settlement agreement with aid of 
“facilitator.” Parties’ attorneys were not present at that “meeting,” and agreement was not reduced to writing. According to COA, while 
parties acknowledged some form of agreement was made, agreement was nothing more than agreement to agree and not enforceable 
settlement agreement.

COA sets aside MSA.

Heiden v Heiden, 318245 (February 26, 2015), vacated MSA. Before their marriage, parties signed “antenuptial agreement” 
describing husband’s premarital personal injury lawsuit settlement as his separate property. Twenty-four years later, wife filed for divorce. 
According to COA, Circuit Court incorrectly ruled that antenuptial agreement applied only in event of death, not divorce. Matter 
then proceeded to mediation after this incorrect legal conclusion. Parties failed to consider during mediation whether disputed property 
belonged to husband alone or became part of  marital estate. Parties reached MSA predicated on inaccurate description of their separate 
and marital property. Property division and spousal support award disparately favored wife. Judgment was entered reflecting this 
agreement. COA vacated property division and spousal support award in judgment and remanded to Circuit Court to set aside MSA. 
Circuit Court must accept that antenuptial agreement applies to this divorce proceeding. 

Undisclosed pregnancy at mediation.

Cieslinski v Cieslinski, 319609 (November 13, 2014). held that Circuit Court should have set aside consent judgment when 
husband alleged that (1) wife deliberately withheld information that she was pregnant with another man’s child before he signed  
consent judgment of divorce, and (2) knowledge of her pregnancy would have affected his decision to sign consent judgment because 
he would have been concerned about wife’s ability to properly parent children. Circuit Court abused its discretion when it failed to hold 
evidentiary hearing after husband in essence alleged that wife fraudulently obtained consent judgment. Kiefer v Kiefer, 212 Mich App 
176; 536 NW2d 873 (1995).    

Incomplete MSA not enforced.

Kendzierski v Macomb Co, 316508 (September 23, 2014), held that signed MSA that resolved only damages issue but left 
unresolved other issues was not enforceable. This case is must read for those interested in how to make sure there is enforceable 
MSA. According to COA, court cannot force parties to settle lawsuits and cannot make contract for parties where there is no contract. 
Plaintiffs failed to establish that contract to settle dispute existed. Mere discussions and negotiation, including unaccepted offers, 
cannot be substituted for requirements of contract. Even if valid oral contract to settle dispute resulted during “facilitation,” it was not 
enforceable because agreement was not made in open court and written evidence of agreement to settle case, subscribed by defendant or 
its attorney, did not exist. MCR 2.507(G).

MSA enforced.

In Faustina v Town Center, 311385 (August 7, 2014), MSA was reached. When plaintiff failed to comply with MSA, plaintiff 
testified at motion hearing that she signed MSA, but her medical bills, which she had tried to show the attorneys, were not taken into 
account. Circuit Court held that MSA was binding, ordered plaintiff to sign release of claims, and ordered that defendants were not 
required to turn over settlement checks until plaintiff signed a release, and dismissed case with prejudice. Since there was meeting of 
minds as to MSA’s essential terms, COA held there was no abuse of discretion in Circuit Court’s order enforcing MSA. 

Continued from Page 19

Continued on Page 21
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MSA set aside by COA.

Hayes v Morris, 315586 (July 29, 2014). Parties were ordered to domestic relations mediation. MCR 3.216. Parties reached MSA 
that provided for largely equal division of marital estate. No judgment based on agreement was entered. Then husband died. In Tokar 
v Albery, 258 Mich App 350; 671 NW2d 139 (2003), parties, during divorce proceedings, submitted property issues to binding 
arbitration. After filing of award but before entry of judgment, husband died. Tokar held that trial court correctly denied motion to 
enforce award because “trial court retains ultimate control over a divorce action” and “award, standing alone, does not have full force 
and effect unless and until the trial court enters a judgment of divorce based on that award.” Court mentioned two possible exceptions 
under which award could be enforced: (1) if entry of judgment would have been “ministerial” and (2) if decedent had acted in reliance 
on award. Court found that entry of judgment would not have been “ministerial” because, in part, there were issues of furnishings 
remaining and before the judgment of divorce was entered,  parties had option to reconcile or stipulate to an agreement different from 
the award. The same reasoning held true in the present case. Court found no reliance by decedent. To show reliance, meaningful proof 
of conduct indicating parties in good faith believed they were divorced is required. Such reliance had not been shown in this case.  

About the Author
Lee Hornberger is an arbitrator and mediator in Traverse City, Michigan. He is a recipient of the George N. Bashara, Jr. Award from 

the State Bar’s Alternative Dispute Resolution Section in recognition of exemplary service. He is a member of the State Bar’s Representative 
Assembly and ADR Section Council, Editor of The ADR Quarterly, Chair of the ADR Committee of the Grand Traverse-Leelanau-Antrim 
Bar Association, former President of the GTLA Bar Association, and former Chair of the Traverse City Human Rights Commission. He is 
an arbitrator with the AAA, FMCS, FINRA, Forum, MERC, and NFA. He is a Hearing Officer, Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and 
Chippewa Indians; and on the Hearing Officer list, Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians. He is a member of Professional Resolution 
Experts of Michigan (PREMi). He can be reached at 231-941-0746 and  leehornberger@leehornberger.com  .    

Continued from Page 20

ADR Section Member Blog Hyperlinks
The SBM ADR Section website contains a list of blogs concerning alternative dispute resolution topics that have been submitted by 

members of the Alternative Dispute Resolution Section of the State Bar of Michigan.

 The list might not be complete. Neither the State Bar nor the ADR Section necessarily endorse or agree with everything that is in the blogs. 
The blogs do not contain legal advice from either the State Bar or the ADR Section. 

If you are a member of the SBM ADR Section and have an ADR theme blog you would like added to this list, you may send it to ADR 
Quarterly Editor Lee Hornberger at leehornberger@leehornberger.com with the word BLOG and your name in the Subject of the e-mail.

The blog list link is:  http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home/memberblogs. 

Editor's Notes

The ADR Quarterly is looking for articles on ADR subjects for future issues. You are invited to send a Word copy 
of your proposed article to The ADR Quarterly Editor Lee Hornberger at leehornberger@leehornberger.com.

Articles that appear in The ADR Quarterly do not necessarily reflect the position of the State Bar of Michigan, 
the ADR Section, or any organization. Their publication does not constitute endorsement of opinions, viewpoints, 
or legal conclusion that may be expressed.Publication and editing are at the discretion of the editor.

Prior ADR Quarterlies are at  http://connect.michbar.org/adr/newsletter .

mailto:leehornberger@leehornberger.com
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home/memberblogs
mailto:leehornberger%40leehornberger.com?subject=
expressed.Publication
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/newsletter
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General Civil Mediation Training

The following 40-hour mediation trainings have been approved by 
SCAO to fulfill the requirements of MCR 2.411(F)(2)(a). For more 
information, visit the SCAO Office of Dispute Resolution web-site, 
http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/
Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
        
Grand Rapids:  March 7-9, 21-23
Training sponsored by Dispute Resolution Center of West Michigan
Register online at www.drcwm.org or call 616-774-0121

Holland:  March 10-12, 17-18
Training sponsored by Mediation Services
Register: http://www.MediationServices.Works

Ann Arbor: April 1-3, 8-10
Training sponsored by Washtenaw Dispute Resolution Center
Register: http://thedisputeresolutioncenter.org/services/trainings-2/#faq1

Bloomfield Hills: April 28, May 5, 12, 19, 26
                             June 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
                             July 25-29
                            November 3, 10, 17, December 1, 8,
Trainings sponsored by Oakland Mediation Center
Register online at www.mediation-omc.org 
or call 248-348-4280 ext. 216

Lansing: May 3, 10, 11, 17, 24
Training sponsored by Resolution Services Center
Call 517-485-2274 or email at mediate@rsccm.org

Plymouth: September 8-10, 29-30
Training sponsored by Institute for Continuing Legal Education
Register online at www.icle.org, or call 1-877-229-4350.

Domestic Relations  
Mediation Training

The following 40-hour mediation trainings have been approved by 
SCAO to fulfill the requirements of MCR 3.216(G)(1)(b):

Grand Rapids: April 25-29, May 16
Training sponsored by Dispute Resolution Center of West Michigan
Register online at www.drcwm.org or call 616-774-0121

Lansing:  August 22-24, 29-31
Training sponsored by Mediation Training and Consultation Institute
Contact: info@learn2mediate.com  
or call (800) 535-1155 or (734) 663-1155

Ann Arbor:  October 6-8, 19-21
Training sponsored by Mediation Training and Consultation Institute
Contact: info@learn2mediate.com  
or call (800) 535-1155 or (734) 663-1155

Advanced Mediation Training

Mediators listed on court rosters must complete eight hours of 
advanced mediation training every two years. The trainings listed 
below have been pre-approved by SCAO to meet the content 
requirements of the court rules on mediation for both general civil  
and domestic relations mediators.

Auburn Hills: March 15, 2016 (8 hours)
ADR Summit: “Elevate Your Negotiation and Mediation Skills to the 
Next Level”
Trainer: Nina Meierding
Training sponsored by ADR Section of the State Bar of Michigan
Register online at http://connect.michbar.org/adr/events/even
tdescription?CalendarEventKey=86b05374-46f8-40d8-8e1d-
3a38c5867cc0&Home=/adr/events/recentcommunityeventsdashboard

Bloomfield Hills:  March 24 (8 hours)
“Writing Sustainable Mediation Agreements” 
Trainer: Jane Millar
Training sponsored by Oakland Mediation Center
Register online at www.mediation-omc.org  
or call 248-348-4280 ext. 216

Ann Arbor: April 6 (1.5 hours)
“Mediation Skills”
Training sponsored by Washtenaw Dispute Resolution Center
Register online at http://thedisputeresolutioncenter.org/services/lunchn-learn/

Lansing: April 12 (8 hours)
Breaking impasse, ethical considerations, etc.
Training sponsored by Resolution Services Center
Call 517-485-2274 or email at mediate@rsccm.org

Holland:  April 21 (8 hours)
“Writing the Mediation Settlement Agreement”
Trainer: Melissa Brown
Training sponsored by Mediation Services
Register: http://www.MediationServices.Works

Ann Arbor:  May 4 (1.5 hours)
“Isms – Racism, Sexism, Classism”
Training sponsored by Washtenaw Dispute Resolution Center
Register online at http://thedisputeresolutioncenter.org/services/lunchn-
learn/

Grand Rapids:  May 24 (8 hours)
Domestic Relations Advanced Mediator Training
Trainer: Zena Zumeta
Training sponsored by Dispute Resolution Center of  West Michigan
Register online at http://drcwm.org/event/8-hour-domestic-relations-
advanced-mediator-training/

Bloomfield Hills: December 2 (8 hours)
“Mediator Wisdom” 
Training sponsored by Oakland Mediation Center
Register online at www.mediation-omc.org 
or call 248-348-4280 ext. 216

Upcoming Mediation Trainings

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
www.drcwm.org
http://www.MediationServices.Works
http://thedisputeresolutioncenter.org/services/trainings
www.mediation
-omc.org
mailto:mediate@rsccm.org
www.icle.org
www.drcwm.org
mailto:info@learn2mediate.com
mailto:info@learn2mediate.com
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/events/eventdescription?CalendarEventKey=86b05374-46f8-40d8-8e1d-3a38c5867cc0&Home=/adr/events/recentcommunityeventsdashboard
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/events/eventdescription?CalendarEventKey=86b05374-46f8-40d8-8e1d-3a38c5867cc0&Home=/adr/events/recentcommunityeventsdashboard
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/events/eventdescription?CalendarEventKey=86b05374-46f8-40d8-8e1d-3a38c5867cc0&Home=/adr/events/recentcommunityeventsdashboard
www.mediation
-omc.org
http://thedisputeresolutioncenter.org/services/lunchn
mailto:mediate@rsccm.org
http://www.MediationServices.Works
http://thedisputeresolutioncenter.org/services/lunchn
http://drcwm.org/event/8-hour-domestic-relations-advanced-mediator-training/
http://drcwm.org/event/8-hour-domestic-relations-advanced-mediator-training/
www.mediation
-omc.org
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How to Find Mediation Trainings Offered in Michigan
 Mediation trainings are regularly offered by various organizations around Michigan. Mediators who wish to apply 

for court mediator rosters must complete a 40-hour training approved by the State Court Administrative Office. Courts 
maintain separate rosters for general civil and domestic relations mediators, and there are separate 40-hour trainings 
for each. In addition, domestic relations mediators must complete an 8-hour course on domestic violence screening. 
Mediators listed on court rosters must complete eight hours of advanced mediation training every two years. MCR 
2.411(F)(4)/3.216 (G)(3). 

 Most mediation trainings offered in Michigan are listed on the SCAO Office of Dispute Resolution web-site: 

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx 

SAVE THE DATE

Friday, September 23, 
& Saturday, September 24, 2016

Annual Meeting and Advanced Mediation Training
8 hours of Advanced Mediation Training sponsored by State Bar of Michigan Alternative Dispute 
Resolution Section.

WHO:   Anyone involved or interested in Alternative Dispute Resolution and negotiation, including:  judges, 
mediators, arbitrators, attorneys, advocates, neutrals, trainers and participants.

WHY:    To receive:  Eight Hours of Advanced Mediation Training provided by Michigan's leading ADR experts 
and trainers.

•   Various speakers will fill Friday afternoon and Saturday morning with the latest tips, techniques and 
topics of current interest to arbitrators and mediators.

•   On Friday night, the ADR Section will honor the recipients of the Distinguished Service, Nanci S. 
Klein, and George N. Bashara, Jr. awards during the cocktail hour and annual awards banquet.

•   Saturday afternoon, colleagues can enjoy ArtPrize 2016 which will be in full swing or any of a dozen 
other events going on in GR and near the lakeshore.

Join us to receive the Best Advanced Mediation Training Value in Michigan while connecting  
and networking with other ADR consumers and providers!

WHERE:    DoubleTree by Hilton, 28th Street & Patterson - Grand Rapids  
(Just one mile west of Interstate 96) http://www.doubletreegrandrapids.com/

HOW:   Watch for registration and further information via the ADR Section's ListServ and ADR Quarterly 
publication, or go to our Section website at http://www.michbar.org/   .

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
http://www.doubletreegrandrapids.com
http://www.michbar.org
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 2015-2016

The ADR Section of the State Bar of Michigan is open to lawyers and other individuals interested in participating. To 
comply with State Bar of Michigan requirements, lawyer applicants to the ADR Section are called Members and non-
lawyer applicants to the ADR Section are called Affiliates. The Section’s mission is: 

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Section provides members of the State Bar of Michigan and the 
general public with creative leadership in the dispute resolution field. The Section fosters diversity in 
the profession, develops and offers educational programs, promotes access to litigation alternatives 
regardless of income, monitors legislative and judicial activity and provides policy guidance, 
information and technical assistance on ethical issues, dispute resolution techniques and training 
design. The Section produces publications which promote wider use and excellence in the provision 
of alternative problem-solving techniques and dispute resolution services.  

Membership in the Section is open to all members of the State Bar of Michigan. Affiliate status is open 
to any individual with an interest in the field of dispute resolution. 

The Section’s annual dues of $40.00 entitle you to receive the Section’s Newsletter, participate in programming, 
further the activities of the Section, receive Section listserv announcements, and participate in the Section’s 
discussion listserv, and receive documents prepared by and for the ADR Section. 

In implementing its vision, the ADR Section is comprised of various Action Teams. You are encouraged to participate 
in the activities of the Section by joining an Action Team. Information on Action Teams will be forwarded upon 
processing of this Application.  

Note: Dues are due between October 1 and December 31. 

APPLICATION TYPE: ______ Member _______ Affiliate 

NAME: _________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: ______________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

CITY: _______________STATE:_____ ZIP CODE:________ 

PHONE: ________________________________________ 

E-MAIL: _________________________________________ 

State Bar No._______________ (if applicable) 

Have you been a Member of this Section before: _________ 

Are you currently receiving the ADR Quarterly? _________ 

All orders must be accompanied by 
payment. Prices are subject to change 
without notice. 

Please return payment to: 

William D. Gilbride Jr.
Abbott Nicholson PC
300 River Place Dr Ste 3000
Detroit, MI 48207-5066

Annual dues are $40.00, or $48.00 if Member or Affiliate certificate is requested. There is no 
proration for dues and membership must be renewed on October 1 of each year. 

Make checks payable to State Bar of Michigan: Enclosed is check # ___________ for __________ 

Or charge my  VISA  MasterCard 

Credit Card # ____________________________________________ Amount: __________________ 

Expiration Date: ____________ Authorized Signature: ________________________________________ 
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By the time employment disputes reach the mediation table, they present their own special challenges and 
nuances for the parties, advocates and mediator. Whether you sit in the advocate’s chair or the mediator’s, you 
won’t want to miss this dialogue about how to derive the most favorable negotiated results possible. Our panel of 
experienced, savvy mediators and thoughtful, effective litigators share their insights and experience.

The Panel: 

• Kathleen L. Bogas, Bogas & Koncius PC, Bingham Farms

• David B. Calzone, Calzone Mediations LLC, Plymouth

• Paul Monicatti, Mediator/Arbitrator, Troy

• Lawrence J. Murphy, Varnum LLP, Grand Rapids

Moderator: Sheldon J. Stark, Mediator and Arbitrator, Ann Arbor

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION

L U N C H  &  L E A R N  R E G I S T R A T I O N

P #:___________________

Name: ______________________________________________

Your Firm: __________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________

City:________________________ State: ____ Zip: _________

Telephone: ( _____ ) ______________________

E-mail Address: _____________________________________

Enclosed is check # ________________  for $ ____________

Please make check payable to: State Bar of Michigan

Cancellation Policy: Registration and Payment must be received at the SBM 
on or before 3PM on Monday, May 2, 2016. Refunds will be provided only for 
Cancellations received in writing at the SBM by 3PM on Monday, May 2, 2016.  
That notice can be made by e-mail (tbellinger@mail.michbar.org), fax (517-372-
5921 ATTN: Tina Bellinger), or by U.S. mail (306 Townsend St., Lansing, MI 48933 
ATTN: Tina Bellinger.)

Mediating Employment Disputes
Telephone Seminar, Thursday, May 5, 2016, Noon-1:30 p.m.

Cost REGISTRATION DEADLINE: May 2, 2016

 ADR Section Members ..................................................................... $10

 All Other Registrants ......................................................................... $40

Information on how to access the dial-in instructions and written 

materials will be provided on your seminar confirmation.

Note for non attorneys

Non attorneys MUST register for this event online to access the semi-

nar materials. Create a non-member account if you do not already have 

one. Check to see if you have an account here. Or paste: https://e.

michbar.org/eCommerce/login/emailreset.aspx into your web browser.)

Questions

For additional information regarding the seminar contact Shel Stark 

at shel@starkmediator.com.

Register One of Two Ways

Online: visit http://e.michbar.org to register

Mail your check and completed registration form to:

State Bar of Michigan

Attn: Seminar Registration

306 Townsend Street, Lansing, MI 48933
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Connect With Us

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Section has launched a new website and interactive online community for its members—SBM 
Connect. This private community will enhance the way we communicate and build relationships through the Section. Log in to SBM 
Connect today and see what the buzz is all about!

The ADR Section SBM Connect hyperlink is:   
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home
• ACCESS to archived seminar materials and the ADR Quarterly
• FIND upcoming Section events
• NETWORK via a comprehensive member directory
• SHARE knowledge and resources in the member-only library
• PARTICIPATE in focused discussion groups
SBM Connect will eventually replace the current section website. Both websites will run concurrently to allow you time to discover 

the new tools and features available to members. 

ADR Section Mission

The mission of the Alternative Dispute Resolution Section is to encourage conflict resolution by:
1) Providing training and education for ADR professionals;
2) Giving professionals the tools to empower people in conflict to create optimal resolutions; and
3) Advancing the use of alternative dispute resolution processes in our courts, government, businesses, and communities. 

Join the ADR Section

The ADR Section of the State Bar of Michigan is open to lawyers and other individuals interested in participating.
The Section’s annual dues of $40 entitles you to receive the Section’s Newsletter, participate in programming, further the activities of 

the Section, receive Section listserv announcements, and participate in the Section’s discussion listserv.
In implementing its vision, the ADR Section is comprised of various Action Teams. You are encouraged to participate in the 

activities of the Section by joining an Action Team.
The membership application is at:   
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/19aeea9e-4ffe-48f5-91af-5059bc9b29bb/UploadedImages/pdfs/

sectionapp.pdf . 

http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/19aeea9e-4ffe-48f5-91af-5059bc9b29bb/UploadedImages/pdfs/sectionapp.pdf
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/19aeea9e-4ffe-48f5-91af-5059bc9b29bb/UploadedImages/pdfs/sectionapp.pdf
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Thanks to our sponsors for their generous support! 
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The
ADR
Quarterly

State Bar of Michigan
306 Townsend St.
Lansing, MI 48933

The ADR Quarterly is published by the ADR Section of the State Bar of 
Michigan. The views expressed by contributing authors do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the ADR Section Council. The ADR Quarterly seeks to 
explore various viewpoints in the developing field of dispute resolution.
For comments, contributions or letters, please contact:  

Lee Hornberger - 231-941-0746
John L. Tatum - 248-203-7030 
Kevin Hendrick - 313-965-8315 
Toni Raheem - 248-569-5695
Stephen A. Hilger - 616-458-3600 

or Phillip A. Schaedler -  
517-263-2832 
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/
newsletter

http://connect.michbar.org/adr/newsletter
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/newsletter

